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EXTINCTION AND 2Y: A SIMPLE STEREOGRAPHIC
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Assrnacr

A new stereographic method of 2V determination, usable with extinction data obtained

via any type of rotation apparatus, is presented. It is based on very simple geometrical

considerations and, provided the orientations of the three principal axes of the indicatrix,

horvever obtained, are known, employs a minimum of extinction data the extinclion

angle associated with a single carefully selected general wave-normal. The sensitivity of

this single extinction measurement, in terms of 2V determination by this method, varies

considerably, and depends on both the orientation of the wave-normal and the value of 2V.

This is illustrated by two contoured stereograms.

INrnonucrroN

There have recently been presented several purely graphical methods
for the determination of 2V on the basis of var)ring numbers of extinction
measurements plotted in stereographic projection (Wilcox, 1960 ; Tocher,
1962,1964a; Joel, 1964). These are all connected, explicit ly or implicit ly,
with coplanar extinction curves (Joel and Tocher, 1964) in so far as
all the wave-normals involved are coplanar and at right angles to a
single axis, Po, about which the crystal is rotated. Moreover, in order that
the necessary great circles containing either the wave-normals (Tocher,

1962,1964a; Joel, 1964) or the axis of rotation (Wilcox, 1960, 1961) may',
in each case, be constructed or utilised with the least manipulation of the
net, plotting has been done with P. plotted in the center or on the primi-
tive circle respectively. Most of these methods are, of course, adaptable
for use with conical extinction curves (Joel and Tocher,1964), but
the siting of the associated wave-normals in general positions in the
stereogram, even when P. is plotted centrally or on the primitive circle,
makes the graphical constructions tedious and time-consuming, particu-
iarly with the methods of Tocher (1962, 1964a) and Joel (1964).

In addition to the above graphical methods, others involving coplanar
andfor conical extinction curves and no curves (Joel, 1963) have been
more recently advanced (Tocher, 1964b; Vil larroel and Joel, 1965): these
make deliberate use of the special case where the wave-normal iocus con-
tains an optic axis but, in each case, the number of experimental observa-
tions required after location of the optic axial plane may be considerable.

The graphical method now presented, although based on more general
considerations, has the advantage of fairly rapid application: after the
indicatrix axes and the optic axial plane have been located, the com.
paratively short graphical construction required is based on only one
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extinction measurement and can be applied with equal facility for gen-
eral wave-normals in all parts of the stereogram,

Tnn Besrs oF THE Mrruoo

Consider any wave-normal, N (Fig. 1), in a general position with re-
spect to the principal planes, 9Br, fBr, and 8182,1 of a biaxial indicatrix.
The associated wave-front, F, containing vibrations P, P', will cut the
BB1 and BB2 planes in points S and T respectively. It will also cut the
circular sections,par and Ba2, at the points a1 and a2, one in the acute, the
other in the obtuse ansle between S and T.

Frc. 1. Stereogram, center C, illustrating both the geometrical basis of the method and
the final determination of the optic axes, A1, Ae, and associated circular sections, Aar, Ao",
by interpolation.

Since, by the geometry of the indicatrix, the circular sections are
symmetricaily disposed about B to the planes 0Br and gBz, 'i..e. since
angles arpS and Spaz are equal, then, in the wave-front, S must l ie be-
tween ar and a2. Moreover, P must bisect the angle a1a2. Thus, since both
P and S must lie between a1 and a2, no circular section can cut the wave-
front between P and S. But the circular sections must cut the wave-front
at points on either side of and equidistant from vibration P. Therefore,
overan angular distance of PS on either side olP,i.e. between points S
and Sr where Sp: pS1, no circular section can cut the wave-front. Similar
considerations apply to points T and Tr, equidistant from and on either

1 Br and B2, the two bisectrices, are not differentiated as a and ry or tice aersa in this
paper, for the value of 2V about both bisectrices is determinable without a knowledge of the
associated refractive indices. These, if required for sign determination, must be determined
by an entirely different investigation.
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side of vibration P'. It may be noted here that these considerations are
confi.ned to two octants2 of the indicatrix diametrically opposed across B
and, in consequence, are concerned with restricting the circular section
traversing these octants to within an angle defined by planes 0Sr and

0Tr: this circular section can cut the wave-front only between points Sr
and Tr.

Attention may now be directed towards the triangles polar to AS0SI,
ASr0Tr, and AT#T. These, AB2Nsr, As1Nt1, and AtrNBr respectively, are
defined by adjacent parts, 82s1, s1t1, and t181, of the optic axiai plane, on
the one hand, and b-v the great circles, passing through N, whose poles

are S, S1, Tr and T, on the other. Since, of the three angles S0Sr, Sr0Tr,
and T1BT, the circular section under consideration can lie only in angle
S#T1 it is clear that of the three parts of the optic axial plane, B 2s1, s1t1, &nd
t1B1, in the associated polar triangles, the corresponding optic axis can lie
onl_v between sr  and t l .

The second optic axis can therefore l ie onl-v between sz and t2, where
these are symmetrically disposed to sr and t1 respectivelv across both
bisectrices; and the associated circular section can cut the wave-front
only between Sz and T2, where these are the points of intersection of the
great circles polar to sz and t2 respectively with the rvave-front.

Pnacrrcar ApprrclrroN

As a preliminarv to the application of this graphical method, it is es-
sential that the orientations of the principal axes and planes of the in-
dicatrix be known as accurately as possible. These are determinable
in a variety of ways depending upon the apparatus employed: by co-
planar extinction curves, using the simple or modified (Vil larroel and

Joel, 1965) spindle stage (JoeI and Garay'cochea, 1957; Tocher, 1962;
Garaycochea and Wittke, 1964) or the universal stage (Joel and Muir,
1958a); or by conical extinction curves using the inclined spindle stage
or universal stage (Joel and Tocher, 1964). Orthoscopic methods with
the universai stage are, in general, insufficiently accurate in this con-
nection and should only be used for approximation purposes prior to the
exact location of the principal axes by extinction methods.

On the basis of the extinction angle associated with anv general wave-
normal, the construction may now proceed. If using the simple spindle
stage, the wave-normal will have to lie in the coplanar wave-normal
locus used for determining the indicatrix; but with more versati le ap-
paratus like the modified spindle stage, the inclined spindle stage, or the
universal stage, it ma1. be chosen in anv suitable orientation within the

2 The octants in question are, of course, those outlined by the three principal planes,

0Br, 68g and BrBg, of the indicatrix.
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range of the instrument regardless of the wave-normal locus or loci used
in determining the indicatrix.

Wave-normal N, wave-front F, and vibrations P and P' having been
plotted (Figs. 1, 2), points S and 'f can be identif ied and points Sr and Tr
located. Next, points s1 and t1 are plotted where the great circles polar to
Sr and T1 respectively cross the optic axial plane (although the great
circles themselves need not be plotted it is worth checking that both pass
through N). These in turn give rise, respectively, to s2 and t2, symmetri-
cally disposed to the former across both bisectrices. Finallr ' , points Sz and
T2, where the great circles polar to sz and t2 respectively cut the wave-
front, are located. This ends the first stase of the determination and from
here the final location of the optic axes and circular sections may be
carried out by one of two methods: by interpolation or by p.ogr.rrion.

By interpol,ation. Those portions of the optic axial plane, S1t1 ond s2t2,
within which the optic axes must l ie, are of equal angular width, but, in
general, the corresponding portions of the wave-front, SrTr and SzTz
respectiveiy, within which the latter must be cut by the circular sections,
are of unequal angular width. This means that, for trial positions of the
optic axes symmetricalll' disposed about the bisectrices in the ?.rcS S1t1
and s2t2, the corresponding triai positions ar and az (the points where the
circular sections cut the wave-front in arcs SrTr and S2T2 respectively)
wil l, in general, be asymmetrically disposed about vibrations P and P/.
Only one such trial pair of a1 and az points wil l have the necessary sym-
metrical disposition to vibrations P and P'. These are the true ar and a2
positions, and the corresponding trial positions within the arcs srtr and
s:tz in the optic axial plane are the positions of the optic axes Ar and Az
respectively. Figure 1 shows several such trial positions for A.1, Az and
or, &2:th€ finally determined true positions are, in each case, indicated.

By progression. Atthe end of the first stage it was shown that, of the two
circular sections, one must cut the wave-front between Sr and Tr, the
other between Sz and T:. However, although these two arcs, S1T1 and
SrTr, subtend equal angles at B, they are not, within the wave-front,
symmetrically disposed to the vibrations P and P/. In fact, the portions
of the wave-front free of intersection by circular sections, originally
shown to be the arcs SPSr and TP/T1, are now extended to embrace the
arcs SrPSz and TrP/Tz. But whereas the original arcs were determined on
the premise that they must be bisected by P and P/ respectively, this is
no Ionger the case: S:P ) PSr and TzP/ ) P'T1. Thus, to restore the condi-
tion of the original premise, arcs PSr and P'Tr must be extended to points
51 and T1 respectively (Fig. 2) such that S2P: PS1 and T2P':P'T1'.

Reduction of the arc within which the wave-front mav be intersected
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by a circular section from SrTr to Sr'Tr' now renders invalid the arc srtr
within which an optic axis may fall. This must now be reduced to arc
sl/t l l  by the great circles polar to Sr' and Tr/. Next follows a reduction of
a.rc sztz Lo s2't2tso that sr/tr/ and s2tt2t are equal and s1'mmetrically dis-
posed about both bisectrices. And this, of course, necessitates a corre-
sponding reduction in arc SzTr to Sz'Tr' by the great circles polar to s2'

and t2'.
At this point, the end of the second cvcle of the progressive construc-

tion, the portions of the wave-front free of intersection b1'circular sec-
tions are Sr'PSz' and Tr'P'Tr', neither of rvhich is bisected b)- the

Irrc. 2. Stereogram, center C, illustrating the linal determination of the optic

axes and associated circular sections by progression.

relevant vibration. A third cycle and, if necessarv, subsequbnt cycles
will reduce sti i l  further the arcs within which the circular sections ma)r
cut the wave-front and those within which the optic axes ma1' l ie. It is
clear, in fact, that as the process is continued, the several arcs progres-
sivell 'decrease in size and converge on the points d.1, &2 &nd the optic axes
A1, A: respectivelv.

In the more sensitive cases (see below) two conplete cycles are suffi-
cient to limit each optic axis to within a l" arc of the optic axial plane
(Fig. 2) and to effect virtual coincidence of points Sz' and Tz' on the
wave-front-this latter coincidence serves, of course, to define point a2
where one circular section cuts the wave-front. Point ar is now readily de-
terminable between Sr'and Tr': i t is symmetrically disposed with re-
spect to a2 about both P and P'. The optic axes are now determinable
with a high degree of accuracy as the poles of planes 6ar and paz. The
accuracy of the final determination is, of course, dependent upon man)'

. c
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factors not the least of which is plotting accuracy. However, given a good
net of at least 20 cms diameter, plotting of points and planes can normally
be done to within fo of their correct positions. Of course, even this mini-
mum tolerance can, with practice, with greater care, or with the use of a
larger net be improved upon.

SsNsrtrvrrv

The sensitivity of this method, as of all other methods of 2V deter-
mination, varies with conditions. It depends upon two factors: the angle
2V, and the orientation of the chosen wave-normal N with respect to the
optic axes and the principal planes of the indicatrix.

Frcs. 3 and 4. Partial stereograms, center c, depicting one octant of the indicatrix in
the cases where 2v:20' (Fig. 3) and 2v:80' (Fig. a). The contours shorv the variation in
value of the sensitivity ratio, SrTr/SgTe, for general wave-normals.

However, while the sensitivity of previously advanced methods has
had, perforce, to be described purely qualitatively, that of this method
can be fairly simply presented in a more quantitative manner. A simple
numerical indicator of the sensitivity in the case of any chosen wave-
normal can be obtained by comparing the angular lengths of the two
arcs, S1T1 and SzTz, at the end of the first complete graphical cycle:the
greater the ratio SrTr/SrTr, the greater the sensitivity for the wave-
normal concerned.

In each of Figs. 3 and 4, one octant of the indicatrix has been contoured
to show how the value of the ratio S1T/S2T2 varies for different wave-
normals: Figure 3 is representative of small 2V (20');Fig.4 of large 2V
(80'). In all cases the sensitivity decreases towards the minimum (SrTr/
SzTz:1) as the wave-normal approaches the BB1 and BB2 planes, and
towards the maximum (SrTr/SzTz: €) as the wave-normal approaches
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an optic axis. For both of these special cases (see below) the problem rs

insoluble bv this method. It is of interest and of great value, however,
that, for most positions of N within the BBIBz triangle, the sensitivity of
the method reaches its maximum when 2V: 9Oo-the case where, for the
direct determination of 2V, the universal stage is, in normal random thin
section work, least often usable and, even when usable, is at its least

accurate (Johnston, 1953; Wyll ie, 1959; Munro, 1963). Exceptions to

this general rule, of course, exist for wave-normals near the optic axial
plane:here, the sensitivity normalll 'shows an increase as an optic axis is
approached, regardless of the value of 2V.

Specrrlr C.csns

l{ on the BBl or BB2 plane.In this case, vibration P coincides with point S

on the same principal plane as and 90o from N, while vibration P' and
point T both coincide with the bisectrix polar to that plane. Since the

method is based on the non-coincidence of P and P' with S and T re-

spectively, it can not provide a solution in this case.

I{ on the optic axial' plane. Here, the wave-f ront Passes through B : in gen-

eral, vibration P and both of the points S and T coincide with B; and
vibration P'falls on the optic axial plane 90" from N. As above, due to the
coincidence of P with S and T, the method can provide no solution.

RolrNpnBNrs

Using this method alone, the most obvious refinement consists of en-
suring that a wave-normai of high sensitivitf is used in the final deter-

mination of 2V. Since the sensitivitv of a general wave-normal in any
given position depends upon the value of 2Y, art approximation to the
value of 2V should first be made, using an1' convenient general wave-

normal of reasonable sensitivity. Only then can an idea of the sensitivity
distribution of the available wave-normais be obtained and a suitable
choice made for the fi.nal determination. Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4
shows, for example, that curves of low sensitivity, up to about 2.0, are
more or less coincident for all values of 2V, and that only thereafter does
the effect of 2V become ver.v apparent.

Ilowever, although the theoretical sensitivity approaches infinity as
the wave-normal approaches an optic axis, it must, at the same time, be
remembered that close to an optic axis there is also a rapid decrease in

the sharpness of the extinction position: a suitable balance must there-
fore be struck between these two phenomena in order to achieve simul-
taneously high sensitivity and an acceptable degree of sharpness in the
extinction position. If 2V is large, there is little difficultl' for, even as far
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as 25o in any direction from an optic axis, the sensitivity ratio has a value
as high as 4.0 (Fig.4). If 2V is small, however, the sensitivity distribu-
tion is radically dif ierent: comparabie sensitivitv (4.0) with acceptable
sharpness in extinction (N about 20o from an optic axis) is best achieved
within about 10o of the optic axial plane and on the obtuse bisectrix side
of an optic axis, where the sensitivitr" gradient is low (Fig. 3).

With the universal stage, a very' wide choice of wave-normals is
normally available and a satisfactory sslllion can usually be obtained.
With the various t;-pes of spindle stage, the choice of wave.normals is
much more restricted, but reference to Figs. 3 and 4 wil l normally permit
one to make a good final choice from those available.

OrnBn Usns

Although this method is obviouslv at its most useful when neither
optic axis is directlv determinable, it is clear that it may be used with
profit in other circumstances. It mav, for example, be used in those cases
where an optic axis, although directlv observable with the universal
stage, is near the l imit of t i l t. It mav also be used to supplement the
Biot-Fresnel construction advocated for use b1' Joel and Muir (1958b) in
the case where one optic axis is directl.v observable rvith accuracy: the
two methods emplol'the same data.
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